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What does Artificial
Intelligence have
to offer?

Artificial Intelligence in practice
means building technology that can
think, communicate, and interact.

Humans are limited in their abilities. How can we
grow? Can we give ourselves more abilities, mental
abilities, memory, etc.?

"Why not upgrade and become part machine yourself?"

limited scale: implants that communicate with other
technological devices (e.g. radio frequency identification device)

larger scale: plug nervous system into computer and onto
the Internet
> extra senses (e.g. ultrasonic sense)
> extension of nervous system across the network (e.g.
control robot hand in England mentally from New York via
the Internet)
> communicating telepathically

upside
potential
of AI

helping people
with disabilities
and neurological
diseases

technological treatment of neurological
diseases (Parkinson's, maybe even
Schizophrenia, Alzheimer, Dementia)

e.g. Parkinson's disease: stimulation but also
prediction of tremors before they start
> insight in how the brain operates

other possibilities, e.g. give people an
implant that stops them from eating
wrong food ("slimplant")

upgrade, enhance
our mental abilities

"How we communicate is terrible. We
should be embarrassed as humans."

possibility of communicating directly brain to brain
(instead of converting highly complex
electro-chemical signals into serial pressure waves -
speech - , pick them up - hearing - and convert
them back into electro-chemical signals)

Why not have more abilities if we can?

provide opportunity - provide options

e.g. better memories

e.g. better ways to communicate

link to computer: understand the world
in more dimensions

other surprises

Wireless power transmission
(idea going back to Nikola Tesla) is about to happen;
possible effects:
- no wires necessary
- transformation of transport

boundary between human and
technology

What it means to be human, what
it means to be more than human.

"I'm on for the ride for humanity"
Will the manipulation of certain
human aspects be pushed down
by technology?

Ethical Aspects?

commercial interests
military interests

question of enforcement
direct

indirect (cultural pressure)

How do we guarantee good outcomes?
fear of technology

fear of robots

"As a scientist you open the box." ... "Any new
scientific development could end up being used
positively or negatively."

Cultural and
evolutionary
consequences of
implants

new pride of
imperfection

e.g. people who don't want
hearing implants

What is normal?

Kafka's "Metamorphosis" as inspiration:
How does society treat the 'abnormal'?

some genetic diseases have
evolutionary advantages

Ignore the norm! Push it!

We will gain and we will lose,
enhance, adapt, change.

Let's risk evolution, it's the
next step, it's all an
experiment anyway!

enhance human experience by upgrading
what it means to be human (from the
outside rather than from the inside)

Research agenda for the future

"You have to look at human enhancement, now!"
investigate technological, philosophical and
social aspects of human enhancement

social aspects of human
enhancement

How will those with more abilities
treat "ordinary" human beings?

"It's a real game changer!"

Why not upgrade as humans?
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Topics
Suggestions for Action

Should we upgrade the human experience by using technology?

Prepare for future technological innovations like wireless power
transmission and enhanced human beings

As humans, can we handle new technology, new senses, new opportunities?


